We've been busy creating & project making this month, and we're sharing some of our
fun ideas with YOU in 12 Days of Crafting! Here you’ll find 12 days of fun projects,
decor, and inspiring ideas to brighten up your holidays & home!

Day 1

How adorable is this framed advent calendar?! And it was so simple to
make! Take the 2x2 Elements paper from our Classic Christmas collection, and cut out
3 sides of various squares with a precision blade. Mount a second sheet of paper in a
12x12 shadow box, place Elements paper on top, adhere fun embellishments inside the
cut-out squares, and top off with a bow. Now that's a big-impact project that's superquick to create!
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Day 2

Greet your
holiday guests with a festive
wreath hanging on your front
door! For this project, grab a
cursive wood cutout at the
craft store, and adhere your
favorite holiday paper.
Mount it to a pre-made
wreath, and you've got a
stylish welcome in a snap!
Product used: City
Sidewalks paper from
Classic Christmas
Collection.

Day 3

Make THIS the year you create handmade cards for friends and family.
Whether you use tags to create a tree, 2x2 squares to make a Christmasy grid, word
strips placed on an angle or chipboard shapes, these cards can be made and
addressed in one Saturday afternoon! Product used: Classic Christmas Papers,
Expressions Cardstock Stickers, 6x12 Chipboard, Bradz, SN@P! Pack, Bits & Pieces,
Enamel Dots, 4x6 Stickers, Clear Stickers, twine, buttons, tags.
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Day 4

"The best way to spread
Christmas cheer, is singing loud for all to
hear." While Buddy the Elf may have been
right, we think another great way to
spread Christmas cheer is to decorate
your home with these beautiful Christmas
framables! Download our free framables
here, print 'em out & trim 'em up, and
place them in frames. You can group
them together or sprinkle them around the
house. Spreading cheer has never been
so effortless!

Day 5

Why not put a little jingle in your life by creating with our new Mistletoe
Kisses collection? We picked up these cute letters at our local unfinished wood store
(they came in a kit!), and got to work playing! First, we painted the letters, then traced
the letter shapes onto different papers, trimmed the letters out, adhered the paper to the
wood, and sanded the edges. Add a little glitter, enamel dots, ribbon and a chipboard
present and this project is as good as silver and gold! Product used: Mistletoe Kisses
collection
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Day 6

This fun craft is all about planners & filling them with goodies and treats!
Simple Stories founder Amber Crowell used the SN@P! Pages from our Classic
Christmas collection to create custom dividers and dashboards for her Carpe Diem
planner. These pages are beautifully designed, and the only crafting you'll need to do is
trim the pages to an A5 planner size and punch a few extra holes. Decorate with
stickers, Bits & Pieces, and washi, and your planner is holiday-ready!
Products used: Classic Christmas SN@P! Pages

Day 7

Christmastime is filled with cheer, and there are icons all around that say
"holidays" to us. Pine trees, wreaths, cocoa and candy canes are a few of those icons
that we decorated for this project. Decorating wood shapes isn't as hard as it may seem!
Simply paint the icons, trace and trim the shape onto patterned paper, glue to the shape
and sand the edges with fine sandpaper. For this cute project, we added to the fun by
attaching ribbon, bells, chipboard shapes and Bits & Pieces. Happy decorating!
Products used: Classic Christmas papers, Chipboard, Bits & Pieces, glitter, paint, ribbon
and twine.
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Day 8

Hanging trinkets and trimming the tree is so much fun at Christmastime!
Today's project is all about adding sparkle and shimmer to holiday decor. We dressed
up these wood ornaments by adding papers from our Mistletoe Kisses collection, a few
embellishments, and lots of glitter. Paint wood ornaments, trim papers and adhere, add
decorations, and use a glue bottle to draw snowflake and add details. Carefully add
scoops of glitter to the glue and dump off the excess. Try this project and add a little
sparkle to your home! Products used: Mistletoe Kisses Papers, Decorative Clips,
Chipboard, wire and ribbon.

Day 9

Tabletop decor is so much fun to play with during the holiday season! This
cute NOEL can be placed on your mantel, kitchen island or your entry table. The wood
cutouts are painted and have our Classic Christmas patterned paper attached. Over the
'O' we placed a wood wreath, glued on our Tis the Season paper and attached pine
trimmings, ribbon, flowers, holly berries and Bits & Pieces. Beautiful! Products used:
Classic Christmas papers, Bits & Pieces, ribbon, floral accents.
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Day 10

Decorating at this time of year doesn't have to be difficult or complicated!
You can make sweet displays to showcase in your home with just a few items. For
today's project, we purchased some 3x4 and 4x6 wood blocks and 4 wood candle
holders. After painting them and gluing them together with wood glue, we attached
some of our 3x4, 4x4 and 4x6 Journaling Card Elements. Each block was finished with
a light sanding around the edges of paper, and the addition of ribbon. That's it! What an
adorable vignette of holiday happiness! Products used: Classic Christmas 3x4, 4x4 &
4x6 Journaling Card Elements, paint, ribbon.

Day 11

Don't forget to decorate your walls this season! How adorable is this
display of Christmas goodies clipped within each little frame?! You can create this
project in 30 minutes or less! We purchased this frame at a local craft store & used a
Classic Christmas SN@P! Pack to display different sized cards and Bits & Pieces
(included in the pack) to sprinkle a little personality inside each frame. After adding a
few chipboard shapes and ribbon, this frame was ready to hang in no-time. (And did you
notice that we didn't even paint it and it's beautiful, still?!) Now THAT is quick crafting!
Products used: Classic Christmas SN@P! Pack, Chipboard, flowers, ribbon.
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Day 12
Believe it or not, wood trays can be used for
more things than storing your paperclips and
office supplies! Today's project was created by
Karen Petersen of Mom & Me Scrapbooking in
Salt Lake City, UT. She took a basic wood tray,
painted it, adhered various sized Journaling
Card Elements to each opening, and
embellished each petite frame with bits and
bobbles to create this beautiful wall display. It's
a wonderful gift, and a beautiful project to
create!

Thanks so much for joining us for the 12 Days of Crafting!
We hope you enjoyed all of the projects.
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